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MPlayer Movie Player. MPlayer is a free, high-quality, player for MPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX, VOB, AVI, Ogg, RealVideo, QuickTime, and Windows Media Video, as well as Matroska and WebM containers. jTag2Go is the ultimate tool for reading and programming the JTag2 protocol, a
technology used for identification purposes in hobby, industrial and retail stores. The JTag2-Readers and controllers can work with an unlimited number of manufacturers but they are all much cheaper than the JTag2-readers sold by the first manufacturers (e.g. Velleman, Safilo, etc).

Fysisk Punkt Database is a handy helper for finding latitude and longitude by a physical point on earth. The database is composed of over 500 000 points in Sweden with approximately 50 000 points new added per week. The system is available in Swedish and English. KaZaA is a
flexible, extensible Music player/Downloader/Manager/Lister/Catcher that reads the ID3/MPEG-tags. The is also possible to save artist, album and song information and browse the file-system in a convenient manner. It can handle just about all audio files and users of any kind of

computer with internet access. KaZaA is free. KaZaA supports Winamp skins and can handle multiple track listings. Ajax Select is a simple Ajax Web control that you can use to create powerful HTML-based search, filter, etc. controls without writing a single line of code. It can be used as a
stand-alone control or as part of a larger.NET Windows Control Suite product. Batch file renamer is a Perl 5 program that you can use to rename groups of files. It supports recursion and you can rename all files that end in "ext1" with a "ext2" extension, or all files that end in "ext1" with

the extension "ext2", and so on. This can save you time and trouble! Hypersonic 2.0 is a full-featured synthesizer, sampler, effects processor, and sequencer. Build your own effects with the DSPs, or use their built-in effects for instant sound sculpting. Over 250+ synth and sample
sounds and 250+ effects are included. Rot

Parametric Equalizer Pro

Deliver the quality you demand in your professional-grade audio recording studio with the Twisted Audio Equalizer. An advanced, multi-band equalization tool that is perfect for DJ applications, as well as sound engineers for applications such as mixdown and track construction. The EZ
Remote app, available on Apple iOS and Android devices, provides a real-time control of the equalizer over USB. Create the perfect mix with unlimited EQ, built-in reverb, auto-panning, lockers and more. A first-class, easy to use, yet powerful new application that provides DJ's with the

ability to monitor the audio levels of different tracks on their tablet or smartphone while still mixing. The intuitive interface allows DJs to access an in-depth level meter by touching and dragging on the viewable graph. FASTEncode 4 Streaming Player is an audio player that can handle all
sorts of streaming media. It is capable of handling URL based streams and has many advanced functionality. Streams supported by FASTEncode 4 are MP3, OGG, MP4, WMA, WAV, FLAC, and AAC. Export your audio with wavebutton. A general sound tool that let you export in wave

button. You can adjust the various parameter with different windows. You can use wave buton on CD, MP3, MP4, WAV, OGG, M4A. How to use? - Winamp main screen will come up to open you data sources. - Go to the folder where your data source is and choose audio converter. - Open
the audio file. - A new window will open. - Click the down arrow on the top right of the window and choose wave button. - Your output sound will be played. FTP Master Downloader is a small and fast application that can download files over FTP protocol. It can automatically download files

in the background and even resume and continue downloads. FTP Master Downloader is a small and fast application that can download files over FTP protocol. It can automatically download files in the background and even resume and continue downloads. Skype Api Stundeung is
software application that can turn your PC into a Skype-compatible internet radio. Skype Api Stundeung is software application that can turn your PC into a Skype-compatible internet radio. WaveAuto - Video Editor for Windows enables you to edit videos and audio files quickly, easily and
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Parametric Equalizer Pro is a professional stand-alone parametric equalizer that allows users to shape the timbre of a certain sound by boosting or attenuating its frequency components. This software program offers a wide number of parameters and a very high quality and huge
flexibility of the filters. The interface is modern, colorful and really easy to understand. When you will open the program three small windows will appear, each having a different function. The smallest of windows is the player. Here you will be able to load, play, pause and stop the audio
file (WAV) that you are interested in modifying. Furthermore, from here you can control the volume level and record something with your mic. The second is the actual parametric equalizer: the place where all the magic happens and from where you will be able to control the gain
(boost/cut) for each frequency band, the center frequency of the midrange bands, and the cutoff frequency for the low and high bands. Last but not least, we have the monitor window, where you are able to see what consequence every change has. A nice feature that Parametric
Equalizer Pro has is the fact that it has a high/low shelf and a four parametric peak/notch filter selection. Furthermore, you should know that any input of your audio board (mic, CD, DVD, line-in) will be able to be processed in real-time, as well as WAV files. Also, in order to increase
precision, this program allows you to manually set the values of the control parameters. All in all, the Parametric Equalizer Pro tool is very powerful and useful, but although the interface is very simple and intuitive, in order to actually know what you are doing you have to have some
prior experience with a similar program. SDL PowerStudio is an audio tool created by SDL, based on the GStreamer framework. It’s an open-source audio and multimedia framework designed for all GNU/Linux distributions. The purpose of the SDl PowerStudio GStreamer framework is to
supply a complete and open-source application for audio and multimedia development. It supports GNU/Linux, Windows, Mac OS, Solaris, Linux versions such as Ubuntu and Fedora. The current version of the Linux version was tested on Ubuntu and it is compatible with the Linux 2.6.12
and 3.1.1 kernel. SDL PowerStudio is an audio and multimedia development suite that supports Linux (including RedHat and Ubuntu), Windows, Mac OS and Solar

What's New In Parametric Equalizer Pro?

Studio Fusion ADAT cable is a high performance E-MU ADAT Audio Interface or ADAT Adapter that can plug straight into an external recording console. It features 2 ADAT XLR inputs and outputs, plus ground lift capability. Studio Fusion ADAT to USB converter cable is an audio
interface/adapter cable which adapts the ADAT XLR plug of a Pro Tools HD system so that it can be connected to a standard USB port for plug in and play simplicity. This universal interface cable can convert one or two ADAT inputs to two USB inputs, and one ADAT output to two USB
outputs. Ever wondered if a third of the wires in a patch are not enough, and you need a patch cable with four to six connections? Studio Fusion Full Dimensional cables give you the flexibility you need in a patch cable, with a maximum of six connections. This is achieved by incorporating
an all-solid microphone cable and a solid-to-solid shielded cable. The two cables are joined together in the centre by a conductive brass tube. The copper shield of the microphone cable and the copper housing of the larger sized cables effectively protect the signal against external
electronic interference, even when jigging about on a desk. Studio Fusion Full Dimensional cables are machined into a special shape to make it easier to install, or to make it easier for you to orientate them correctly. All cables are terminated into standard RCA plugs and jack sockets
with soft-touch grip ends. Studio Fusion Full Dimensional cables are recommended for connecting ADAT, I/O, and analogue instruments. Studio Fusion Full Dimensional cables are UL listed for use in hazardous locations where conventional 6-pin XLR cables may not be suitable. Studio
Fusion Full Dimensional cables for ADAT to USB and USB to ADAT converters are now available in 2 lengths, 1.8m & 2.1m and now come in 6 colours - red, blue, black, brown, natural and white. Audio Box is a Mac only splitter which allows you to take the audio out of two or more audio
sources. You can also play two sources from different apps at once. In addition to standard stereo audio out and input, you can also have two mono audio sources out to two monitors and a stereo send to an audio bus. It also has a component video out. Audio Box is also a very useful
editing tool, too. You can plug Audio Box into your Mac on
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System Requirements For Parametric Equalizer Pro:

-Supported OS: Windows Vista, Windows XP and Windows 7 -Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV or higher -RAM: 512 MB of RAM or higher -Available free hard disk space: 500 MB or higher -DirectX: DirectX 9.0c -Sound Card: DirectX-compatible sound card -SVGA or higher Display:
1680×1050, 1024×768, 800×600 or 640×480 -Video Memory: 128 MB or higher -Hard Disk Space: 500 MB
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